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Abstract

Real-time light source estimation

from geometry and texture of indoor scene

To dynamically register synthetic objects on static images captured from real

world, it is required to estimate illumination of real world and apply it at object

rendering. This paper thus proposes a real-time estimation of the colors and

positions of light sources, when 3D-reconstructed geometry of an indoor scene

and the corresponding textures are available. To restore the high intensity of

light sources that cameras cannot represent, we first convert the image into

HDR(High Dynamic Range). The converted image is used to get the colors and

2D positions of the light sources by hierarchical division-based sampling

technique. Lastly, from texture-geometry mapping information, we estimates the

3D positions of the light sources. Since the coordinates of grid areas generated

at each stage are stored in texture mipmap, the steps of division are processed

on GPU in a parallel way, which makes the technique work in real-time.

Furthermore, our approach can be used in rendering where explicit positions of

the light sources are required, such as shadows.

Keywords: augmented reality, light source estimation, GPU
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1. Introduction

In augmented reality(AR) where synthetic objects are registered on

real-world environment, users feel as they are perceiving and interacting with

the world [1]. However, to dynamically register synthetic objects on static

images captured from real world, it is required to estimate illumination of real

world and apply it at object rendering: photometric registration.

To solve the photometric registration problem, real-time estimation of the

light sources is required [2]. Since the image captured from real world contains

light sources or the effect by the light sources, there has been many attempts

to estimate the colors, positions, and directions of the light sources. After

estimating the positions of light sources from environment maps such as cube

map [3] and equirectangular map, it is possible to calculate the lighting

directions based on camera center and approximate the lighting effects on object

surfaces [4]. Debevec et al. [5] divided an environment map into sub-regions by

Median cut [6] algorithm, so that each sub-region has the same amount of

energy sum, and estimated the positions of light sources by regarding that

smaller regions would contain the light sources. Viriyothai et al. [7] added

variance term to the Median cut algorithm, improving the accuracy of the

results. Feng et al. [8] also divided environment map into sub regions of same

intensity but irregular shape, and leaved smallest areas. Rhee et al. [9] decided

light positions based on a threshold value for the intensity; not that accurate but

very fast.
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However, since all the points on same direction from camera are projected on

a same point on the environment map, it is impossible to estimate 3d positions

of the light sources, and thus impossible to render accurate lighting effects or

shadows that reflect the distance from lights or occlusion by the other objects.

Whereas, 3D reconstruction techniques using laser scanner [10,11], depth

camera [12], multiple images captured at different angles [13, 14] build out

geometry of the scene and corresponding textures. Estimating light sources from

the textures generated at 3D reconstruction, it is possible to get the real

positions of the light sources by texture coordinates stored in vertices of the

geometry.

This paper accelerated light source estimation on 2D images by

intensity-based sampling technique which can be implemented on GPU in a

parallel way, and acquired 3D positions of the light sources from given texture

and geometry of the scene. Unlike environment map sampling techniques that

estimate directions of the lights only, our technique could be used in rendering

where explicit positions of the light sources are required, such as shadows.
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2. Related Work

Light source estimation techniques are usually classified according to the

dynamics of input images. First, as the cases of static environment map

sampling, Ostromoukhov et al. [15] set the pixel intensity of environment maps

as a importance, and sampled the areas of high-density importance. Debevec et

al. [5] divided an image into sub-regions by Median cut [6] algorithm, so that

each sub-region has the same amount of energy sum. They have also

accelerated the algorithm by the use of summed area table (SAT) which enables

faster searching for divide points. Feng et al. [8] obtained HDR environment by

inverse tone mapping and obtained the boundaries of light areas by Mean-Shift

Clustering [16].

Dynamic environment map sampling, on the other hand, sets it as a goal to

reduce flickering between frames. Yang et al. [17] received a series of

environment map as the input and kept the sampling results temporally coherent

by merge-and-split technique they proposed. Wan et al. [18] took advantage of

HEALPix [19] to project spherical surfaces into planar surfaces and sample

uniformly on the surfaces. They also developed a technique they named

spherical Q2 tree for division of the areas.

In general, dynamic sampling techniques show high quality sampling results

by maintaining temporal coherence between frames but too slow performance to

be applied at realtime. Static sampling techniques on the other hand show faster
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performances since they does not consider coherence between frames. Hence we

propose a static sampling technique for a single image, maintaining quality

similar to those of existing techniques and obtaining enough performance for

realtime.
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  ×  ×   ×  (1)

3. Light Source Sampling based on Median Cut

To help understanding of our technique, this section introduces a light source

sampling technique by Debevec et al. [5] based on Median cut algorithm

(Suggested technique will be dealt later at section 4.2.). The technique receives

equirectangular environment map as an input, finds regions with high intensity

and efficiently samples light sources. The detailed algorithm is as follows:

3.1. Preprocessing

Before estimating light sources, a gray-scale image for intensity is generated

from each value of RGB channels. Here the pixel value of single channel is

calculated according to Recommendation ITU-R BT.709.

Here,  is the pixel value of the gray-scale image, , ,  are the value of

red, green, and blue channel respectively. Further, Summed Area Table (SAT) is

created from the gray-scale image which accelerates the calculation of intensity

sum.

3.2. Area Division based on Median Cut

At first, the image obtained from preprocessing is pushed into a list

structure. Next, for each step, the image in the list is popped and divided into

two sub-regions, based on Median cut algorithm [6], where every sub-region
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has the same amount of pixel sum. Here, the division is executed on longer side

of the region between x or y, and the divided regions are again pushed into the

list. This step is repeated given number of times.

Due to the nature of equirectangular projection, x-axis has low density at the

top and bottom of the image. Therefore, before the comparison of x and y sides,

x should be scaled to cos where  is the latitude of the target region. Figure

1. shows an uniform grids on a cube projected on an equirectangular

environment map; x-axis are shown in different scales according to the position

in the map.

Figure 1. Grids on a cube projected on an equirectangular environment map.

After choosing the longer axis, it is asked to find the divide point which

makes two divided regions have the same amount of pixel sum. They finds the
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 × (2)

proper divide point by moving a point along the chosen axis and keep

comparing the pixel sums. Here, SAT generated at preprocessing phase is used.

Since the values in SAT are sorted along x- and y-axis, binary search is

available which is faster than linear search.

3.3. Colors and Positions of the Light Sources

After division of given number of times, if area of a final region is greater

than a certain size the region is dropped out, considered as not containing any

light sources. The positions of the light sources which are called centroids are

then decided in each surviving region. Specifically, A position of the light source

 is calculated by adding offset to the center of the region.

Here  is the center of the region,  is the total number of pixels of

the region,  is current position in the region,  is current pixel value

in gray-scale image, and  is sum of the pixels in the region.

The color of each light source is decided as a normalized value of region

sum, from original RGB image.
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4. Algorithm

The light source estimation technique that we propose follows the flow of [5]

in that it receives 2D image as an input, creates SAT and divide the image into

sub-regions of same intensity sum. However, we have contributions of

accelerate the algorithm developed at CPU environment to be processed on GPU

in a parallel way and estimating 3D positions of the light sources from the

texture and the geometry of a given scene.

Figure 2. Overview of our approach.

Figure 2. shows the outline of our approach. When the geometry and the

corresponding texture for an indoor scene is given, we first implement inverse

tone mapping [20] to restore the high intensity of light sources that cameras
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could not represent. After that, by median cut algorithm applied to texture

mipmap for GPU environment, 2D positions and colors of light sources are

estimated on an environment map. Lastly, we can obtain 3D positions of the

light sources by texture-geometry mapping.

4.1. Input and Preprocessing

Our method can receives an atlas texture which is mapped on every vertex

of geometry. When an atlas texture is generated from 3D reconstruction of an

indoor scene, it contains the light sources of real world or at least the effects

by the light sources. In addition, since all the objects located in the scene is

captured in the single image, we can take advantage of the intensity-based light

source estimation method. Unlike the environment maps generated by

equirectangular projection, it does not need any scaling for axis comparison.

Figure 3. shows an example of atlas texture, created from 3D reconstruction of

an indoor scene.

Figure 3. Atlas texture of indoor space (lecture theatre).
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CCD(charge-coupled device) or CMOS (complementary metal-oxide

semiconductor) sensor of cameras can only presents lower range of lights

intensity compared to what human eyes perceive [21]. So there has been many

studies to restore picture of LDR(low dynamic range) into that of HDR(high

dynamic range). We have adopted the method suggested by Kinoshita et al. [20]

where inverse tone mapping is implemented with low computational cost.

Creating gray-scale image and SAT was performed the same with Debevec et

al. [5]

4.2. GPU-based Median Cut Algorithm

In this section, we propose 2 methods for the sampling algorithm to be

accelerated on GPU. Their common and key characteristic is to divide a region

into 4 sub-regions at each step so to use a texture mipmap as a data structure.

A. 4-way division with 2 binary searches

The first idea to improve the performance of the algorithm was to find a

single point that divides a region into 4 sub-regions of the same intensity sum.

Thanks to summed area table and its sorted values of partial sum, a divide

point that divides a region into 2 sub-regions can be easily found with binary

search. At first we got a divide point on the x-axis of the given region, and

the other point on the y-axis. Now determining a crossing point of 2 lines

drawn from the divide points on x- and y-axis as a final divide point that

divides a region into 4 sub-regions.
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Division of a region into 4 sub-regions enables the use of quadtree structure

and a texture mipmap. Texture mipmap is a set of images that consists of an

original texture and the other images of resolution-reduced versions. When

mipmap level goes up to the next, the number of texels in horizontal and

vertical axis goes half to make the total number of texels be quartered. At

topmost level, size of the mipmap texture is 1×1. Here, we stores the area

information of the input image into the topmost mipmap level, and those of the

4 regions newly created at each steps into a lower mipmap level.

Since a certain area in a 2D image can be represented with 2 vertices who

are located diagonally and each pixel has two coordinates of x, y, it is clear

that a texel with r, g, b, a channels can store an area, representing 4

coordinates. As a result, both saving and lookup of area information can be

implemented on GPU, removing the transfer load between CPU-GPU.

Figure 4. is a simple example that shows the sub-regions and area

informations stored in a texture mipmap for each division step, when a small

image (size of 800×600) is given.

B. 4-way division with 3 binary searches

In this section we introduce a method which has a slightly lower

performance but much improved accuracy of the sampling results compared to

the method above. Now we implement 3-time binary search to get 4

sub-regions.
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Figure 4. a simple example of sub-regions and area informations stored in a

texture mipmap for each division step with a sample image (800×600)
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With the advantage of storing area information into texture mipmap kept, we

divide a region into 2 at first, and divided each subregion into 2 again, getting 4

sub-regions in result. With this method, we could preserve the accuracy which

would be lost when dividing a region into 4 at a time. An overview of this

method is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 6. shows how 3 different methods - the method implemented on CPU,

and the 2 methods that we propose – divide a region into 4 sub-regions.
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Figure 5. An overview of 4-way division with 3 binary searches
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Figure 6. Paths of each method to divide a region into 4 subregions.

(a) Debevec 2005, (b)　Ours with 2 binary searches,

(c) Ours with 3 binary searches.
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Figure 7. is an example to compare the accuracy of area division of the two

methods we have proposed. The picture above shows the simulation of 4-way

division with 2 binary searches, finding two divide point at x- and y-axis

respectively and determining a single divide point for the 4-way division. The

other shows the simulation of 4-way division with 3 binary searches with the

same image given. It finds a divide point in a longer axis first, and divides the

2 sub-regions again by longer axis.

In the picture above, left sum and right sum equal on the basis of the

vertical line which is from the divide point on x-axis. Also, upper sum and

lower sum equal on the basis of the horizontal line which is from the divide

point on y-axis. However the sums of final 4 areas may not be equal. With the

method of 3 binary searches, shown in the picture below, though it costs one

more binary search we could get better results.

4.3. 3D Positions of the Light Sources

3D data of a scene obtained from 3D reconstruction is represented as a point

cloud or unlabeled geometries. Since they does not tell which point indicates

which object, it is difficult to directly tell the positions of light sources. That is

why we first estimated 2D positions of the lights in texture based on pixel

intensity. Now we estimates the 3D positions of the light sources with given

geometry of the scene.

File formats for 3D models such as OBJ, 3DS includes the positions of every
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Figure 7. Comparison of the accuracy between the two methods.
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vertices and the coordinates of textures that each vertex will refer at texture

mapping phases. Since the input of our method is not only an environment map

but also a texture of 3D geometry of the scene, we can expect the position of a

vertex whose texture coordinates corresponds with the 2D position of the light

estimated on the textures as a 3D position of the light. So we have sorted the

vertices in 3D file, found a vertex with similar texture coordinates by binary

searching and got the 3D position of that vertex.
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5. Results

Light source estimation by supposed GPU-based algorithm shows much more

improved performance compared to existing method [5]. Table 1. shows the

performance of our algorithms and Debevec et al. [5], when dividing the same

image into the same number of sub-regions. Figure 8. is the sampling results of

the 3 methods.

Compared to the existing method, 4-way division with 2 binary searches

showed much more improved performance but the accuracy of the sampling

result was much worse. Although dividing a region into 4 sub-regions ar a time

saved some operations, it could lost detail which would be saved when dividing

each regions respectively.

On the other hand, 4-way division with 3 binary searches had slightly lower

performance than the algorithm with 2 binary searches but still much higher

performance than the existing algorithm and the quality of the result was also

plausible.

Methods
Number of regions

1024 4096

Debevec 2005[5] 16 15

Ours with 2 binary searches 144 134

Ours with 3 binary searches 139 124

Table 1. Comparison of light source sampling performance (fps).

(image resolution: FHD, GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080).
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Figure 8. Sampling results of each technique. (input image: Grace Cathedral)

(a) Debevec 2005, (b) Ours with 2 binary searches,

(c) Ours with 3 binary searches.
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We also had an experiment to verify the practicality of our algorithm by

applying the effect of the light sources that we have estimated on synthetic

objects. Figure 9. shows the result when we added Stanford bunnies onto a

reconstructed scene of real-world classroom which was reconstructed from a

series of pictures that we had took, and rendering the effect of light sources

that we estimated from the texture and geometry. For your information, we

have used Autodesk Recap Photo for 3D reconstruction. For the light source

estimation, we chose the method with 3 binary searches. Table 2 shows the

time consumed at light estimation and rendering for verifying practicality. As

our approach does not include rendering method, we have chosen Instant

Radiosity (IR) [22], a global illumination technique based on Virtual Point Lights

(VPLs).

In the result, we can see that the effects of the light sources in upper side

of the scene (upper-right side in the image) are realistically reflected, making

the synthetic shadows from rendering (a, b) look similar to captured shadows of

real world (c, d).
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Modules Time

Light

estimation

LDR to HDR 0.19 ms

34.95 ms

GPU-based

median cut
7.19 ms

3D position

estimation
27.57 ms

IR Rendering[23] 6582.78 ms

Table 2. Performance of light estimation and rendering.

(image resolution: FHD, model complexity: 269,880 faces,

GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080).
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Figure 9. The result of rendering virtual objects (Stanford bunny)

on the 3D-reconstructed real-world environment (lecture theatre)

with our light source estimation approach.
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6. Conclusion and Discussions

We propose a method of 3D light source estimation from the texture and

geometry of 3D reconstructed real world scene. We have accelerated existing

method at CPU environment by parallel processing of GPU with a texture

mipmap as a data structure, and obtained 3D positions of the light sources from

texture-geometry mapping information. As a result, we could render realistic

shadows that require the explicit positions of the light sources.

Supposed algorithm processes estimation of 2D light positions fast enough;

over 8 times faster than existing method. It estimates the 3D positions of the

light sources at 30 fps which is practicable at real-time application. However,

since the algorithm searches through the model vertices, it was observed that

the execution time increases in proportion to the size of the model. Therefore it

is asked to find much more effective way to get the 3D positions of light

sources when 2D positions of light sources are decided.

In addition, current method is not determining the directions of light sources.

For future work, an approach would be possible that obtains normal vectors

from the adjacent faces of a vertex and set the average of those vectors as the

normal of the light source.
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논문요약

실내 환경의 기하와 텍스쳐에 기반한

실시간 광원 추정 기법

성균관대학교

소프트웨어플랫폼학과

박소영

가상의 물체를 실세계 환경에 정합하여 보여주는 증강현실 환경에서, 정적인 실

세계 이미지 위에 동적으로 가상 물체를 렌더링하기 위해서는 촬영된 실세계의 조

명환경을 분석하고 가상객체 렌더링 시 이를 반영하는 광학적 정합 과정이 요구된

다. 이에 본 논문은 실세계의 3차원 복원 기하와 그에 매핑되는 텍스쳐로부터 광원

의 색상 및 3차원 위치를 추정하는 기법을 제안한다. 먼저 카메라의 센서가 표현하

지 못하는 광원의 실제 강도를 복원하기 위해 입력 이미지를 높은 동적 범위로 변

환하고, 계층적 분할을 통한 샘플링 기법으로 2차원 이미지 상에서 광원의 색상과

위치를 추정한 후, 텍스쳐와 기하의 대응 정보를 통해 3차원 위치를 획득한다. 제안

하는 기법은 샘플링의 각 단계에서 생성된 격자 영역들의 정보를 텍스쳐 밉맵에 저

장함으로써 영역의 분할을 GPU 상에서 병렬 처리하도록 설계되어 실시간 성능을

보인다. 본 기법은 환경맵 기반의 렌더링과 달리 그림자 등 광원의 명시적 위치가

필요한 렌더링에 효과적으로 쓰일 수 있다.

주제어: 증강현실, 광원 추정, GPU
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